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Introduction

We have just moved out of London to the little country town of Needham
Market where we have a good showroom in which to welcome visitors and all

the facilities to deal with mail-order business. Our county, Suffolk, is one of the

least spoiled of the English counties and it abounds with beautiful scenery

and ancient buildings. In Needham Market itself we have a church roof which

has been described as "the culminating achievement of the English carpenter"

and we are. only 12 miles from Lavenham, famous for its carved timber-framed

houses dating from the 15th century. Perhaps of even greater interest to our

friends and customers is the fact that we are just 4 miles from the Abbot's Hall

Museum of Rural Life at Stowmarket with its wheelwright's shop, smithy and

collection of tools and waggons. With these attractions in the neighbourhood

we think that anyone interested in 11s and our tools will find a visit particularly

worthwhile and we are sure that they will find the Suffolk people (not to speak

of the many pubs and hotels) as warmly welcoming as we have.

In this new setting it seems appropriate that we have chosen wheelwright's

tools as the main theme of our catalogue. For those new to this particular sec-

tion 'of the hand-tool field it may be worth saying a word about terminology.

Much of the lore of the country crafts, including the names of tools, had never

until recently been written down. Therefore consistency of names and spellings

is not to be expected and we have not attempted to introduce it. The best

written introduction to the subject is still probably Sturt's Wheelwright's Shop.

Salamatl's Dictionary of Tools (1976 reprint £25) explains most of the pro-

cesses. We have been fortunate in being able to obtain a number of the actual

tools used to compile and illustrate the Dictionary and we are offering them for

sale as indicated in the following pages.

Correction of a Howler
In our last catalogue we offered this fine English

mast-axe, from the Salaman collection, with the com-

ment that it was similar to a Swedish one illustrated

in 1691 by A.C. Ralamb. This drew a letter from

W.L. Goodman pointing out that Ralamb had

shown the axe as being "of the English type”. Our
error was particularly regrettable in view of the im-

portance of Ralamb's evidence about 17th century

English shipbuilders’ axes, the earliest known in-

stance of the use of curved handles. We arc duly con-

trite, and will try to check our sources more carefully

in future!

(N.B. W.L. Goodman's History of Woodworking Tools (197!) reprint) costs

£5.75, and his British Plnnenialiers from ijoo £3)



Wheelwright’s Tools 3

If we had to choose one particular trade, to the exclusion of all others, as the

sole subject of our interest and admiration, it would be that of the wheelwright
or, to be more ptecise, the village wheelwright. Truly, in one sense, this might
be regarded as no limitation at all since, in the smaller communities, the wheel-
wright practised every trade. He was the wainwright, Lite house-carpenter (the

vety word carpentiy, which we think of as meaning the most fundamental
kind of woodworking, is derived from the Latin for carl-building), the joiner,

the coffin-maker, the turner and many other things besides. In all but the very

smallest villages there would have been a smith /farrier as the wheelwright's

sole skilled trade companion, but the close association between them often

made the wheelwright a fair hand at working iron as well.

One might be tempted to dismiss anyone claiming such versatility as a jack-

of-all-ttadcs yet one has only to consider the subtle simplicity of that most per-

fect of human artifacts, the dished and tyred wooden wheel, to realise that no
one without teal aptitude and discipline could aspire lo the trade. The wheel
was his characteristic product and the proof of his skill, and it was subject, in

r utted lanes and cobbled streets, to the most rigorous testing.

In towns, of course, the trades were more specialised. Even Sturt's shop irt

Tiirithanr was a factory compared with the wheelwright's in a village of a few
hundred inhabitants. In a real coach building works the wheelers would do
nothing but wheels, whilst many other tradesmen concentrated ott bodywor k,

painting or upholstery. All these specialist trades, dependent ott the making
of the wheel, are interesting and they did give rise to many beautiful and well-

adapted tools. However our first love remains our true one. the rounded work
of the man who did the whole job front splitting the oak logs for the spokes

(which he had selected itt the woods) to giving his four-wheeled waggott a

final inspection as it trundled out of the yard.

I he tools of such a trade were as versatile, well-rounded and self-sufficient

as the workman himself. Once, in our greener days, puffed and important with

our little learning, we surprised a country wheelwright at work and demanded
to be shown his hollow auger. After we had explained to the uncomprehending
fellow w hat that essential tool was. he tongued a spoke for us, perfectly, using

only his saw. side-axe and draw-knife.

In fact the tools of the country wheelwright, examples of which are shown
on the following pages, were few and simple and. as often as not. they were

home-made—as we have said, lie and his partner the smith could make every-

thing needed in their cominunitv.



Country Wheelwright’s Tools 1 4
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Heavy iron plane. igj" in length, it weighs over (ill). Wheel and waggon work

was so hard that wooden planes rapidly wore away; sturdy iron tools like this

were therefore highly prized. £75
Side-axe of type known as coaclimaker's. Ward & Payne, Sheffield. £25
Draw-knife with 8" edge. Much used. W. Gilpin, Wedges Mills. £6
Iron-soled jarvis. Cutter by Harley, Liverpool. £i(>

Boxing gouge. Ward & Payne. £8
2" socket chisel, liand-forged and bearing the old 1. sokuy mark. £12

Spokeshave showing marks of user's thumbs. Gutter cracked. £2
Socketed mortice chisel. Moulson Brothers. £6
Hub-turning calipers made from a carriage hood joint. £18
Wheelers' bruzz with hand-forged socket. Hearnshaw Brothers. £10
"Turned-edge" chisel with boxwood handle. Used by wheelwrights, together

with the boxing gouge, to cut out the recesses in the face and back of the hub to

take the box collar and the lynch pin. In later times, or larger shops, this task

was performed with the boxing engine. £15
q" iron wing-compasses. Thomas IbbotLsou. Sheffield. £5
Iron traveller with ash handle. £10

Iron-soled nelson. £12

Pair of turning gouges. Together with one broad, skewed chisel these would

normally constitute all the tools a wheelwright would need for his turning

work. £r>
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Country Wheelwright’s Tools 2 t>

ifi l’air. of ash compass planes. Used by wheelwright to finish the bosoms of the

felloes. 7" long. £28

17 Beech compass plane with boxwood sole-insert. Beautifully figured wood.

Round-topped iron with the old embossed 1. & 11. sorry mark. 6" long. £35
18 \" hand-wrought nose auger. The ash handle bears an owner's name: r, kiddy.

It is noticeable that wheelwright's tool handles arc often made from ash (felly

waste) or oak (old spokes). £10
ip 1 " auger, Gedgc's pattern, the preferred type for boring the end grain of felloes

to take the dowels. Oak handle. £5
20 Beech button-chuck brace by Henry Brown & Sons, Sheffield. It is fitted with a

ty centre bit. Apart from a few small chips from the head it is in good con-

dition. £15
21 Hand-forged pincers. £7
22 “Felly mould” (i.e. felloe templet). A great stock of these was usually found

hanging from the rafters in a wheelwright's shop. This one is inscribed “4 feet

(» ins 14 spoaks”. From a Somerset wheelwright's. £3
23 Spoke tongue gauge. Made with the same auger as was used to bore the spoke

holes in the felloes. £1

24 Bevel gauge. Particularly needed for determining the angle for sawing oil the

felly ends, these gauges always seem to be home-made. £3
25 Compass plane which, like many tools from wheelwright's shops, has been

liberally spattered with paint. £5
26 Typically hard-worn wheeler’s jack plane. Not only is the sole crazily “in

winding” but thumb and fingers have worn A" off the sides. £4

27 Wheeler’s adze. Stamped “No. 3 Warranted Cast Steel"—referring to the edge

bit which makes an attractive colour contrast with the milder metal of the body

to which it is welded. £20

28 20" turnscrew of the type popular for the rough work of waggon-building. £2





Coach Door Jack Planes & Country Wheelwright’s Tools 3 8
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Coach door jack of standard type (sec p. 41 AW Catalogue 2). Although said to

be rebate planes they cannot rebate in the normal way owing to the brass strip

at each side of the cutter. Presumably a groove to the depth of the intended

rebate was first worked with the jigger. £38
Another, of true rebate form—and ancient appearance. 17T' long. £24
Draw-knife with 1 1 edge. I.Sorby. £r,

Froe, used by the wheelwright for splitting oak logs for spokes. £15
Cutter, for a brace, to make leather washers to separate axle from hub. £2
Another, heavier, froe bearing an indecipherable smith's stamp. £ 1

8

21" turnscrew made from a file. Has been burnished. £12
Turning saw. A screwed rod has replaced the original twisted cord. £15
Large spokeshave with unusual cranked blade. £4
Roughly forged claw hammer. £5
Another, clearly liand-forged, with a strangely broad head. It is ex-Salaman

collection and is illustrated on p. 221 of the Dictionary. £12
Home-made try square. £2
American Plumb adze. A type found in English workshops although said to be

"too straight”. Weighs about 7II), as compared with 4II) for No. 27. £5
j" nose-auger with handle clearly made from a spoke. Marsden Bros. £4
to" turnscrew forged from an old file. £3
Deeply hand-worn fore plane. Re-soled or re-moutlied several times. £0
Draw-knife with handles worn to the user’s grip. w.c. 111.1., batti.k. £10
Curious old coacli-axe. Two re-bittings have been laid on the bevelled edge

where it seems they woidd soon wear away. Poor hafting. £30
Another turnscrew drawn from a file into a particularly pleasing and effective

shape. £'2





Sawing Out, Grooving and Chamfering 10

48 Handsomely shaped felly-saw using 20" of a pit turning-saw blade. £55

49 Coachmaker’s plough. The fence can easily be fined with a shaped face to

enable compound curves to be worked. "I" long. £45
50 Quirk router with 2 cutters. Home-made version of No. 52. 15" long. £25

51 Stanley No. 65 chamfer shave, as in catalogues from 1880s to 1930s. £5
52 Preston’s circular quirk router, with 3 cutters and 3 fences. £25

53 Felly-saw with 2' blade stretched centrally in frame. £20

54 Another, wide enough to give over 12" of throat. £30

55 The more usual, open-sided type of felly-saw. £25
56 Cross-cut saw made from a piece of pit-saw. Saws of this type were used to cut

off lengths for naves and felloes. This one was dug out of the floor of a wheel-

wright's in Hertfordshire. It then entered the Salaman collection and is illus-

trated on p. 415 of the Dictionary. £30

57 Another, from Oxfordshire (see Woodstock museum wheelwright's kit). £18





Coach Reeding Tools and a Collection of Travellers

58 Mahogany router slock carrying culler made from piece of saw blade. £1

2

59 Ash stock with a-reed cutter. 12" long. £20
60 All-wood traveller, chuukily hewn from elm and ash. £15
61 Gracefully shaped iron traveller from a Cambridgeshire wheelwright. £20
62 Factory-made iron traveller. Stamped "The Hope Works Co. 1916” and marked

with the broad arrow, it was presumably made to government order during

1 he war. £0
0

;}
Hammered iron traveller from Peterborough. The handle ends finish in up-

turned points and were possibly intended to enable a line to be scribed as the

instrument reached its mark -without groping for the chalk
!

£22

64 Hand-wrought traveller from Lancashire. One of the welds has opened. £16
(»5 Iron wheel and fork clenched into wooden handle. £10
66 Unusually large (over 1

1

"
diameter) traveller from Yapton, Sussex. £30

67 Iron traveller with chiselled Roman numerals "1
: vm". £12

68 Traveller with thick bevelled ash wheel. £10
fit) Wrought iron traveller from Widdington, Essex, llntypically, the handle of

this tool (and of No. 71) is not forked but meets the wheel at one side only. £10
70 Small (4^" diameter) hand-wrought traveller which well demonstrates that

true circularity is not relevant to this system of measurement! £1 r,

71 Heavy iron traveller, the cross-bar beautifully jointed to the rim. £18

72 Another traveller of strong and simple design. The iron shows clear forging

grain. £15

73 A11 ancient specimen from a wheelwright's shop at Frome in Somerset. Heavily

rusted, the laminations of the wrought iron have begun to separate. £10

74 Iron traveller with 16" handle. Chamfered on one side of wheel. £t r,
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Three Planes and a Selection of Iron f ools '4
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Hollow plane (ForkstafI or Stail plane). A lool for rounding straight poles or

rails (as an alternative to the jarvis) found in many country wheelwrights'

shops. This one has an early round-top double iron and appears to he home-

made. Stamped "Jonathan Lambert". £18

Coach door smooth plane. Sole and toe are faced with brass. Owners’ names:

YV. Hornet t, JAV. Bait. -
t
\" long. £22

Boxing engine. 33" long. There doesn't seem to he any truly standard pattern

for the country-made versions of these huh-horing devices (e.g. the one illus-

trated in J.C. Jenkins Traditional Country Craftsmen lias no upper bearing).

Nevertheless the curved scraper in this one contrasts with the more commonly
found hook cutters. Salaman collection. £35
Samson, from a Somerset wheelwright's. £25
Nail-bar, of type used by wheelwrights for drawing strakc-spikcs and other

heavy nails. The looped end is a most effective device since the leverage auto-

matically tightens its grip on the nail. £20
Ring-dog with serrated inner curve. £7
A pump-doctor's kit as used for extracting broken "buckets”, loosening stuck

clacks, etc., in wooden pumps. Three iron tools, 50" overall length. (See Rose

The Village Carpenter (1973 reprint £2.25) for wooden pump lore.) £35
Plain ring-dog from Barley, Hertfordshire. 21 " overall. £6
A strake dog. £3
Another strakc dog. £3
A pair of tyring dogs. £ 1

2

A ring-dog with sharply returned hook. £6





Pairs of Planes; Compasses and Calipers i(>
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Handed pair of coach grooving planes. Iron and well-patinatcd beech, bearing

owner's name: F. Thompson. A beautifully designed pair of tools enabling
curved frame members to be grooved, from whichever side was most accessible,

to receive lights or panels. 7 long. £1 1 o
Pair of coach rebate planes, compass and radius. Made from perfectly quartered

beech and bearing owner's name: R. Baxter. <>£" long. £45
1 <|
i" compasses, forged from an old hood hinge, with strong and attractive

chamfers. £ao
Compasses and calipers which belonged to Portsmouth wheelwright Harry
Cresdee (see AW Catalogue 3, No. 74). Bearing his painted initials. £45
15" calipers, cut from iron plates. £3
Hand-forged wing-compasses with brass thumb screw of kind often used lot-

knobs and handles in carriages. £30
Roughly forged wing-calipers. Missing tluimb-screw. £10
to!/' wing-compasses. It is noteworthy that compass points were regularly used

for scribing; the legs were consequently sometimes sharpened away to a fraction

of their original length. £1 -

Another pair of calipers drawn out from an old hood joint— £t>r,

And another pair, cut from plate. £4
18" pair of wing-compasses showing very clear forging grain. The points of the

legs appear to have been re-bitted, presumably to correct the kind of wear men-
tioned under No. 94 above. £315

A 5" pair, probably factory made. £3
A delicately shaped forged pair with some decorative features. j/22

A pair with 9" legs which, judging by its considerable weight, was originally a

great deal longer. £r,

A pair with a very broad wing; a rough and simple design which has produced
a rigid and practical tool. £25





Planes, Routers and Rounders 18

102 French coachmaker's fixed rebate plane. Like No. 103 it is service wood and

has an inserted sole to present end-grain to the wear. The soles of both planes

are shaped as compound curves, presumably to suit them for working inside

curved members such as carriage doors. 5^" long. £25
103 A similar plane but designed to work a bead of about 5/ 16". £30
104 Pistol router with embossed stamp "H. Tomkinson". Although this particular

name is not recorded the stamp is similar to those of the known members of the

Tomkinson family of Birmingham plancmakcrs (c. 1770-1820). This dating is

supported by Salaman's statement that this type of tool was replaced by the

jigger about 1850 (Dictionary

,

p. 394). The tool is lovely, in both shape and

colour, but the cutler seems recent. £45
105 Another, marked only with the initials J-K and a scratched price code “M /-".

A split has been repaired with a screw. 16" long. £30
10C Rounder plane (see the Dictionary for choice of 15 other names). This one is

ash, beautifully shaped and patinated, and it finishes to 1" diameter with an

old forged cutter held by a hand-made screw. £40
toy Another 1" rounder, also ash and elderly, but split and rather wormy. £20
108 A beech rounder using an old plane-iron. Ii finishes to about

1
J". It appears to

have been altered from a wider 2-bolt form like No. 1 15. £30
109 A tubby little tool fitted with an Isaac Greaves plane-iron. £22

1 10 Old and well-patinatcd beech rounder. £35
1 1 1 Compared with the others, this f" rounder looks quite youthful. £15
112 1 rounder, nicely hewn from a I ump of ash. £30

113 Little beech rounder to produce dowels. £32
1 14 1" rounder. Names: H. Corby. L.E. Smith. Examination of the grain confirms

our observation that even ones that appear to have fitted handles arc in fact

made from a single piece of wood. £30
1 15 f" rounder in which cutter is held by two bolts. > £25
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Pair of Gouges and Some Jacks 21

ii(i A bruzz and a boxing gouge. 13" and 16" long respectively. They are all metal,

nicely rounded and of splendid colour t he blue of the steel contrasting with

the red of the iron on the back of the gouge. £30
117 Jack, of type usual for waggon and carriage work. This one stands 29" high

and the post passes through a slot in the 43" wrought-iron lever which was

originally padded with leather at the lifting point. £25
1 18 Miniature jack, perhaps made to go with a model waggon. 4" high. £22
1

1 9 American Conestoga waggon jack. The post has some decoration, initials which

appear to be t’N and the date 1867. Good working condition and still bearing

some of the original red paint. £75
1 20 Wooden carriage jack with wrought ironwork. 47" lever, 6 positions. £35
121 Iron jack, similar to No. 1 17 except that the 41" lever passes through the post.

Stands 33". ' £20



Hollow Angers and Waggon Braces

i 22 i" hollow auger, "The James Swan Co, Extra, I'.S.A." Although these augers

were found in British workshops they seem to have been mainly, if not entirely,

an import from the U.S. and, as we have shown (p. 3), the older type of village

wheelwright was capable of scorning them. £7
tag Spoke trimmer bit, for preparing the spoke-end to enter the hollow auger. Will

trim up to a" diameter. £12
1 24 J" hollow auger. Same maker’s stamp as No. 1 aa. £10
1 a5 hollow auger, marked "Made by James Swan Co. nct usa”. £8
tab Spoke trimmer bit which will work up to 3" diameter. Since the largest hollow

auger was normally 1 }/' this tool may have been designed to perform other

tasks also, such as pointing stakes. £1 3

1 27 g" hollow auger, "The James Swan Co, Extra”. £ 1 o

128 1 hollow auger with no evident maker’s mark. It has a notched shank to suit

the older type of brace chuck. f 1
.7



Hollow Augers and Waggon Braces 23

29 Adjustable hollow auger, marked "James Swan Patented in US May 28 1894,

Patented in England July 2 1894”. It works on the scroll chuck principle and
will range from $" to iA". £20

30 Wooden waggon brace with 12" sweep from a Hampshire wheelwright's where

it had been made in the shop by an earlier generation. It is fitted, permanently,

with a iJ" Gedge’s pattern bit. Ex-Salaman. £35
31 Simple brace made from wrought iron bar. 15" sweep. Screw missing. £15
32 Waggon brace stamped “Edmunds”, made from really faggolly iron. £30

33 14" sweep iron brace with the unusual feature of a thumbscrew which releases

the head. Since the brace seems intended to turn on a centre-point this would

enable the bearing to be easily renewed with any suitable piece of metal. £50



French Wheelwrights’ Tools, including the controversial Hook Augers 24

134 Hollow scraper for finishing spokes. Lightly decorated with gouge cuts. £25
1 35 Another, copper-faccd and agreeably chamfered but missing its blade. £30
136 Side-axe. g£" edge with clear steeling line. r,lb. £75
1 37 32" wooden compasses with interleaved joint. Stamped “tktevuidk" ! £40
138 Washer cutter with boxwood handle. One lockscrew is broken. £10

139 Adze, drop-forged, marked "Brel, acier fondu, 1 91 (i” (see No. 62). £15
140 Hook auger (reamer), 26" long, 4" wide, fill). £20
141 Draw-knife with slightly concave blade and up raised handles. £12
142 Hand-forged saw-wrest with two gates. £9
143 Hook auger 2(>" by 2^", 4) lb. Scroll forged hook. Stamped mousse. £45
144 Hook auger 38" long, r

y
\“ wide.

1
gib. Hand forged, marked mo. £65

Hook Augers still have mystery! The written authorities seem 10 favour the

hook as a puller. E.g. Mercer, "a pull hook . . . attached to some device ... to

pull the blade through the hole". Sloanc shows "a possible method"—i.c. to

pull by a weight—and supports it by experiment. Salaman says “believed used

to draw the auger in”. Maissen (Werkzeuge mid Arbeitsmetlioden drs Holz-

handwerks in Romanisch Hiindcn) shows a cord and pull handle—but in a

drawing only, whereas the other processes are photographed. Diderot, Luiken
and Feller/Tourret illustrate the tool without explaining what goes on be-

neath it. On the other hand thoughtful collectors and practical men alike have

dismissed the pull theory, claiming that the hooks never show the slightest,

wear and are often ill-shaped to attach chain or cord. They suggest removal of

shavings as the hook's purpose. So, we bored 12" of seasoned elm slock and
noted (1) that the tool can only be used when the existing hole is big enough
to clear its end—and to let the shavings fall out, and (2) that the weight of the

tool “fed” it to the limit of our ability to turn it. Perhaps a wife was right when
she said, “Of course the hook is to hang the thing up on the wall"!





Three Moulders and a Group of Squares 26

1 ,| Horizontal square with a series of models (two are shown) to demonstrate its

use. This one, of padouk, is home-made but (pace F.H. WiIdling) Edward

Preston and others have sold them for around too years. £25

146 Side bead plane. A conversion. Owner’s stamp ”G. Booker '. 7^" long. £5

147 Hollow plane. Tomkinson (see No. 104). Iron stamped "iam(es cam)”. £25

14H Fluting plane with adjustable fence. Old. but indecipherable stamps. £30

149 Plumb square, 13.J"
by 15S". £40

150 2(1” try square. Owner's name stamp “W. Arnold”. £to

1 r> 1 20" plumb square of really old wainscot oak. Base edge is filleted. £28

152 Combined A-level and plumb square. Owner’s name “W. Burton". £12

153 oak square from a Somerset wheelwright's shop. £5

154 Oak square, 19$" by 18". £18

1 55 Oak plumb square of very early appearance, i *ji" by 9". £15

156 Try square, of quartered oak like No. 151. £25





Wrenches and Keys 28

157 Home-forged adjustable axle-nut wrench. Ex-Salaman collection and illus-

trated in the Dictionary, p. 533. 32" in length. £30
158 Screw-adjustable axle-cap wrench. A simple factory-made example. £12

139 Another, of ingenious design. "The Accrington i88(>". £15
160 'I 'lie more usual hinged pattern. H & C Davis & Co, London. £0
161 Double-ended wrought spanner, \" g". £4
1 (>2 Collinge axle key, locally forged using metal from an old file. £5

163 Another, drop-forged, tjj" and 2J" ends. £2

i<>4 A hand-wrought one, 1 7 / 1 (»" & 2 7/8". Village smiths used to keep tapered

hexagonal mandrels on which any size key could be forged. £4
1 (>5 A malleable cast-iron axle spanner. A factory job. £1

1 (iti Wedge-adjustable wrench, probably factory-made. Salaman collection. £8

1(17 25" wedge wrench, hand-wrought originally but repaired by arc-weld. £10

if>8 Hand-wrought double-ended spanner, 1 J" & if" approximately! £3
i(ig Another, about jj" &: g". £4
170 A real homespun, showing the folds in the metal where the smith has closed

in the handle. £5
171 Another, strongly forged and well-rounded. £4
172 Nicely shaped hand made wrench. Name stamp looks like C. Hurford. £18

173 Hand-made spanner with individual but sensible lines; the metal is thickest

across the corners, exactly where the strain is greatest. £5

174 An amusing shape with the jaws considerably longer than the gap between

them. £5

175 Plough hammer. A simple combination tool for running adjustments. £15

17b Adjustable wrench, factory-made from bent and twisted rod, 12" long. £3
177 Wrench which belonged to a wheelwright in Arundel. Hand-made using old

files. Ex-Salaman, illustrated p. 331 in the Dictionary. tG“ long. £32

1 78 Another, forged from finely striated iron. Not in working order. £23
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Ovolo router with single cutter for both left- and right-hand work. £14

Jigger. Standard pattern with two hooked cutters. YV111. Marplcs. £25

Chamfering router. Heavy brass base. Cutter made from file. £12

Double-iron moulding router, reinforced with inlaid brass strips. £30
Jarvis with thick brass sole-plate. £20

Chamfering router with single wedge and two cutters. Owner's stamp: ).

Reynolds. £15

Beading router. Clearly home-made, the cutler has probably been shaped from

a piece of coach-spring. £ 0

Right-hand grooving router with J" hooked cutter. £15

Iron-soled nelson. £15
Moulding router fitted with twin rounding irons. Owners' names: E.T. Mays

and H. Bishop. £*<>

ash boxing router. Owner's stamp : H. Keen. £8
Pistol router. Notwithstanding that it is apparently home-made it lias well-

fitted iron work. £18

Left-hand grooving router with brass fittings, by Buck. 242 Tottenham Court

Road. Owners' stamps : enr, T.S., and T. Sampson. £12

Delicately shaped beading router. £28

Boxing router with g" iron. The ash stock is beautifully patinated although

slightly damaged by hammering to withdraw the cutter. £10

Right-hand grooving router. Owner’s name: G. Howes. £20





Nail and Screw Making Gear and a Paint Mull 32
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206

207

Heading tool of type used to make strakc-nails. 15i" long. £3
Heading bar made from several files hammer-welded together, li has ten aper-

tures for di Herein si/e nails and bolts, round or square shank, with or without

countersink. 10J" long. £12
Header for square shanks, countersunk one side, flat the other. £5
Another similar. £5
Mull and slab, about 18" square, from a Somerset wheelwright's shop where ii

was used for hand-grinding paint. The mull, which weighs about 7II). has been

chipped and ground from a solid piece of stone. £35

Screw Dies and Taps

Each of these screwing devices is being offered with one Lap but we cannot

guarantee that any pair will actually match up in use. The very survival,

through scrap-hungry wartime, of such primitive tools is remarkable enough

without expecting them to have remained in working sets!

A hand-forged plate with 3 relatively modern-looking die holes, from a village

blacksmith’s in Gloucestershire. 18" overall. £4
A worn-out file pierced with 5 graded die holes. 1

1

J" long. £5
A single screw die from Par in Cornwall. £3
An 8-hole plate which belonged to a Suffolk smith. Illustrated in the Dictio-

nary. It is noteworthy that there arc no clearance channels at all. As Salaman

points out, such dies form the threads by rolling or pressing them rather than

by cutting. £tr,

Freely hand-shaped screw plate from Robertsbridge, Sussex. £5
39" wrought die-stock with a pair of dies closed up by turning one handle

with a tommy-bar. Ex-Salaman, illustrated Dictionary, p. 449. £15

Another stock. Here the dies are tightened by a bolt on the side. £8
The classic type of smith-made dies, marked I> to IV. to his own calibration!

Salaman collection. £20





Coach Rabbet Planes and More Tools for Marking Out 34

208 Tee rabbet plane with radius sole. Maker: Thos. Williams 1859-63. £16

209 Hard-worn tee rabbet. "W.J. Armour from John Moseley &: Son”. £6
210 Tee plane with round sole. Belonged to Cresdee family (see No. 90). £10

21 1 Compass rebate with boxwood sole. Owner's stamp: W. D. Goodacre. £10

212 Radius rebate plane. Maker: G. Berry, Old Street Road. £12

213 Sharply radiused tee rebate plane. Home-made. Owner: S.J. Hope. £7
214 Compass tee rebate plane. Owner’s stamp : E.G. Ring. 6J" long. £0

215 Radius rebate plane. Owners: R. Read and W.D. Goodacre. £8
2t(i Compass tee rebate. Companion to 209, same owner (C». Baker) $-• maker. £7
2

1 7 Skewed radius rebate plane. Well-shaped handle, giving a fish-like plan view

—

and a good grip! Also belonged to W.D. Goodacre. £15
218 Round plane. Iron stamped "Made in Germany”. 6f" long. £3
219 Tee rabbet plane. Marked “Buck S: Ryan, 261 Edgwarc Rd” front & back. £4



Coach Rabbet Planes and More Tools for Marking Out 35

220 Shaped oak plumb square. Judging by the triple saw-cuts at each end the

fence edge has also been used as a plumb board. 27!" x 20J". £20

22 1 Wheeler's mortice gauge, made of ash and nails. £2

222 18" wing-compasses. Agreeably hewn out of ash, with wrapped wrought-iron

points, this tool epitomises our sentiments expressed in the Introduction. The

self-sufficient village craftsman joined the wearing quality of iron to the light-

ness and rigidity of wood and achieved for himself a better and more pleasing

tool. £45

223 A larger version of N0.22 1 . £2

224 9" iron wing-compasses forged with the traditional decorated hinge. £10

225 Roofing square. The decorative finials of this band-wrought square are on the

outside edge since it is the inside edge which is used. But there are no gradua-

tions; the carpenter then relied on geometry—and clialk! £35

226 30" wooden square, with tongue to support it oil e'dge of the work. £6



227 Barking spud. An essential tool when nothing was wasted and oak hark could

be sold to the tanneries. The tool is eyed” for its handle. £7
Another spud, from Wadhurst in Sussex. 9" in length. £3
A socketed example from Beechwood Green, Hertfordshire. £12

One with a tanged handle from Friston, Suffolk. 73" long. £3
A "spade-handled” spud. The group shows the range of handle types. £0
Plane from a Cambridgeshire wheelwright's where it was used to decorate cart

frame members. On p. 309 of the Dictionary it is illustrated, in error, as a

centre-board plane, which it closely resembles. £25

Unusual long-bladcd hatchet (possibly a post-mortice axe?) from the wheel-

wright's shop at Barley, Hertfordshire. £35
Name slam]) used to mark farm tools, ”j. sarginson”. £5
Spoke bridle of ash reinforced with iron, from Peterborough. £12

Handled cutter for leather hub washers. £6

The forged clip-wrench illustrated on p. 533 of the Dictionary. 1
3”. £15

Punch made from rasp and used to take rivets out of iron tyres by a wheel-

wright at Arundel, Sussex. Salamatt collection. £5
A brand for carts and tools, etc. "cumwiii iton”. £5
A wheeler’s turning chisel, made from a file. 13" overall. £3

1
5" bevel-gauge. Oak with forged "rams horn” thumbscrew. Damaged. £6

Hand-made straining or stretching tool. We have seen a number of these in

village workshops but are uncertain as to their use. 19" long, it seems unneces-

sarily heavy for straining fence or stay wires. Perhaps it was for actually draw-

ing wire? £'2

24 3 Taper auger for housing ladder rungs. £4

244 Adjustable iron rounder. Will perform the same job as the wooden ones on

p. 19 at diameters ranging from 1" to 12". £45

245 Washer cutter for use with a brace. £2

228

229

230

231

232

233
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235
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The Death Coachmaker’s Tools 38

A very attractive kii of coachbuilder's tools, comprising 14 items, all stamped

either II. Death or W. Death. One is additionally stamped 1

1

. Beaittyman. The
two jiggers are by Edward Preston, the rest could be home-made. The iron of

the scrub plane is 1 . & II. Sorby. The tools are: Jigger with very line cutters

(less than t/ili"). Twin cutter moulding router. Shallow compass tee rebate

plane. Moulding router with two rounding irons. Grooving router with adjust-

able fence. Tec rabbet plane. Scrub plane, gj}" long. 1 iron. Grooving router

without fence. Jigger with J" cutters. Router with side-round iron and attached

fence. Radius tee rebate plane, G'j" long. Compass tec rebate plane, 4Y' long.

Compass tee rebate plane, G" long. Twin cutter moulding router with heavy

brass sole. £375





Plough Hammers

These hammers, t lie use of which dates at

least from the tilth century, as the illustra-

tions from Gallo's Tredici Gionialc (1561)

show, combined hammer and lever and

daw and also served as lynch pins. What is

believed to be a Roman one was recently

dug up in London and we noticed one on

the Conestoga waggon at Landis Valley,

Pennsylvania.

-47 <)£" long, sharp claw, well-shaped head.

248 Made from rods, like spanner No. tyll,

249 10J" long, square head is: splayed claw.

250 Claws battered almost Hat.

251 Much used, wide-splayed claw.

2r.2 12!" long, lever point broken olf.



Roubo 4 1

At last, what is probably the greatest single work ever written on the tools and

techniques of woodworking is being reprinted, for the first time since it was

published between 1769 and 1775.

This is L’Art du Menuisier by Jacques-Andre Roubo. The new edition is a

facsimile of the original; that is to say, 3 folio volumes (16" x 11") cloth-bound

to contain the 4 parts, totalling 1320 pages and 383 fullpage illustrations ol

which 45-arc double-page fold-outs. The work has been scarce for a long time;

even many of the great reference libraries where one can easily see Moxon or

Diderot have not got it. The only acquaintance most people have with it is the

fi (reduced size) plates from it which appear in Hummel's With Hammer in

Hand.
Whereas Denis Diderot was a political philosopher, concerned to give a whiff

of the workshops to aristocrats and intellectuals. Roubo was a master-joiner,

and an exceptionally accomplished one at that, who was determined to record

everything about the profession he loved in order to pass it on to other working

craftsmen. In addition to some distinguished public works standing to his

credit in Paris, an idea of his skill and taste can be had from this book’s illus-

trations—he drew and engraved them himself!

The subjects dealt with include House joinery. Furniture joinery. Staircases,

Arches, Vaulting, Panelling, Coacliwork, Cabinet-making, Timbers, Veneering,

Marquetry and Turning, with a full treatment of the tools and materials appro-

priate to each part.

The edition is limited to 500 numbered sets. We have been able to secure 12

of them

:

Orders received before publication date (30 June 197(1) £134

Orders received after publication £167

Other Books

We can obtain any new or current book for you including books mentioned

elsewhere in this and our previous catalogues, anti we are particularly pleased

to announce that we have been appointed sole agents for the UK for the Early

American Industries Association's superb reprint of Smith's Key.

The Explanation or Key to the Various Manufactories of Sheffield by Joseph

Smith was one of the earliest documents, and the most important, in the history

of the hand tool trade. The Key was published in 1816 and illustrated the kinds

of tools made by the various manufacturers in Sheffield. This book containing

over 1000 illustrations on 132 plates is beautifully reproduced together with a

scholarly introduction and the James Cam price list current at the time of pub-

lication. It is extraordinary to see in this book how many apparently modern

tools were available from Sheffield manufacturers over 150 years ago. 1 1
! " x

8J". 1(12 pp. Clothbound. £7 -5



Carved Boxwood Plane 4-

253 Boxwood plane which formed part of tire \loissct collection, recently dispersed

at auction in Versailles (the January issue of the Argus des Antiquities reported

on the sale with a picture of this plane). It measures 4" x 1 j" x 3" and is con-

structed of deep coloured boxwood with an ebony sole insert. These richly

decorated planes are an intriguing phenomenon. It is hard to imagine that

they were the day-to-day tools of working tradesmen, particularly when the

sole—the wearing part itself— is elaborately inlaid, as it is on several examples

we know. Yet some, such as a long plane in a private collection in New York

and one in the Science Museum, London, show signs of prolonged wear. Our

plane has been repaired, at different periods, but the wedge appears never to

have been finished off as the lower edge blocks the mouth. There is a plane in

the Art Institute of Chicago which has several closely similar features, although

it is slightly smaller and has a toothed iron. The Sunday Times Magazine, May

16, 1976, illustrates the Moisset plane. £775





Seven Moisset Braces 44

Like the preceding plane, these braces came from the great collection of

tools formed by the late M. Gilbert Moisset. Over a hundred items from that

collection were selected for the exhibition Instruments el O utils d’Autrefois at

the Louvre Musee dcs Arts Decora tifs in
1 936 and a number of them can now

be seen in the Maison dc l'Outil museum at Troyes. Decorated braces are so

rare that there is little to go on to date them, but ones like these are usually

described as 171I1 or 18th century.

254 Appears to be No. 918 in the 1936 catalogue. Rather battered. £ 1
50

255 Wooden caged head (4" diam.) and fixed bit with smith's punch mark. £90

256 Much-worn chuck with plugged screw-hole. Nicely forged decoration. £1 to

257 Takes oblong bit-shank. Attractive turned head. Good condition. £145

258 Carved human head on crank. Weakened by woodworm. 1
/6th head lost. £235

259 Takes screw-in wooden bit-pad. Piece missing from head. £75
260 A natural crank of timber. Head carved, not turned. Marked 1838 P. £150





Set of Thumb Planes 4<>

1 lie eight planes in this set. the earlier history or which is sadly lost, are each

stamped with the initials HM in large roman capitals. They range from to

4" in length and arc made of boxwood unless specifically mentioned. I hey are

:

A coffin-sided compass rebate with inlaid brass mouth, J" iron. A tailed com-

pass round, g" iron, repaired with a plugged screw. A hollowing coffin-

smoother, 15/16" iron, with a month of lignum vitae (or similar) dovetailed in.

A radius rebate plane, iron. A beech compass round, 5/16" iron. A compass

hollow with a brass mouth set into the stock with a vee joint: the purpose of

the groove which runs on each side is not clear. A compass round with iron.

A 3" rabbet. The patina and finish of these tools is uniformly good. £360



Four Holland Planes 47

2C2 Shoulder plane of bronze with steel sole. It has the characteristic Holland
(i8(it-8i)) "rhinoceros horn" grip on the infill, which is ebony (the wedge is

ebonised mahogany). Weight about gjlb;
1 7/16" cutter. Marked "Holland,

London. Improved”. Owner: W. Whatley. £75
263 Bronze chariot plane. Made in two parts in order to achieve the fine mouth

opening. 1 3/1 (>" iron. Marked “Holland, London". Owners' stamps, on plane

and wedge. Rotliwell, W.H. Bray, large * * marks. £55
s(>4 Collin-shaped smoothing plane of malleable iron. Marked "Holland, London"

(which is also cast into the underside of the lever cap) and “160". 2J" gaugetl

iron by James E. Fitchew; cap iron Ward & Payne. Owner's name, Glover,

stamped into the walnut infill. Weight ,jlb. £70
265 Mitre plane. Body, 10" x 2 11/ifi", of dovetailed iron plates. Weight about

5II). 2.," cutter, by Ward & Payne, of proper snecked form made for mitre

planes. Rosewood wedge and infill. Marked “Holland, London”. £160





s66 Home-made drill with reduction and bevel gears in wooden frame. £30
267 Early factory-made drill. Ex-Salaman. Dictionary illustration p. 187. £4
268 Archimedean drill with very quick triangle thread. 20" long. £15
269 Archimedean drill with usual square section thread and screw chuck. £5
270 I land-drill, or wheel-brace, with many fine details of chamfering and knurling

on both brass and iron parts. Ex-Salaman collection, found in ancient Suffolk

smithy. Missing bit-locking screw. £65
271 Another, of rather plainer design. Marked W.H. James. £40
272 Hand-drill with choice of 4 different ratios. A small wheel with 9 pointed pro-

jections can be slid along the shaft to engage the rows of holes in the large plate.

Maker’s mark : ca*contal. £8
273 A fine archimcdcan drill made of pinion rod. It has a brass push-fit chuck, and

spare bits are contained inside the driving handle. £20

274 Iron brace, hand-forged in two parts joined through the handle. The name
I'iGG is chiselled on the chuck and the letters ar with a flower motif on the

crank. The lettering and other details could be 17th century. £90

Swords into Ploughshares!

275

We have recently seen a number of tools adapted from weapons: a Kent

thatclier’s needle formerly a dagger bearing the stamp of a 16th century

Solingen swordsmith; a French twybil handle which is part of a musket barrel;

the brace made from a bayonet in the Pacific Northwest Group 1 book. The
"sword” (as they were sometimes called) of our bow-drill actually is a sword,

fitted up with a handle and ratchet spool. * £50




